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Abstract: Association rule mining plays an important role in knowledge and information discovery. However, existing association rule mining is 
only focused on single level datasets. In this paper, we firstly present a introduction for multidimensional association rules, then we present 
introduction about 

 

static discretization approach for mining multidimensional association rule In previous studies the association rules are 
generated as single dimension however mining association rules at multiple dimension may lead to the discovery of more specific and concrete 
knowledge from large transaction databases by extension of some existing rules mining techniques. In multidimensional association rules we use 
same minimum support for different conceptual levels. In this paper, we also discover multidimensional (cross–level) association rules using 
MLT2 algorithm detailed in Han and Fu’s paper. This algorithm discovers association rules for successive levels making use of rules already 
discovered for cross levels of concept hierarchy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Data mining is the technique of extracting in formation 
from large observational data banks i.e. mostly unorganized. 
It is the process that refers to performing automated 
extraction and generating predictive information from large 
data sets. The typical example of a data mining problem is 
"market basket analysis". Stores maintain information on 
what transactions are carried by their customers. By finding 
out what products are frequently purchased jointly (i.e. are 
associated with each other), being able to optimize the 
marketing of the products (e.g. the layout of the store) by 
better targeting certain crowds of customers. Association 
rule mining is a technique for discovering unsuspected data 
dependencies and is one of the best known data mining 
techniques. The use of association rules enables to ascertain 
union and relationships between large unspecified data items 
based on certain attributes and characteristics. Association 
rule mining thus solves the problem of how to search 
efficiently for those associations and relationships [1, 2, 6 ]. 
Association rules can be categorizes in a variety of ways, 
based on the following criteria:  

Boolean and quantitative association rule: The rules that 
are only concern about the presence or absence of items are 
known as Boolean association rule if a rule defines 
associations between quantitative items or attributes, then it 
is a quantitative association rule. In these rules, quantitative 
values for items or attributes are divided into ranges. 

Single dimensional and Multidimensional association 
rules: If the items or attributes in an association rule not 
considering any dimension and considering all items at one 
dimension, then it is a single-dimensional association rule. If 
a rule indicates two or more dimensions, then it is a 
multidimensional association rule. 

Single level and multilevel association rule: when 
finding association rule item are not considering any 
abstract level then it is called single level association rule 

and when we consider items at various levels of abstraction 
then we called such type of rule multilevel association rules. 

Based on the nature of the association involved in the 
rule: Association mining can be extended to correlation 
analysis, where the absence or presence of correlated items 
can be identified[1]. 

We are only concern with multidimensional association 
rules because in some cases it might be useful to discover 
rules among items from different levels of the concept 
hierarchy For many applications; it is difficult to find strong 
associations among data items at low or primitive levels of 
abstraction due to the sparsity of data in multidimensional 
space. Strong associations discovered at very high concept 
levels may represent common sense knowledge. However, 
what may represent common sense to one user may seem 
novel to another. Therefore, data mining systems should 
provide capabilities to mine association rules at multiple 
levels of abstraction and traverse easily among different 
abstraction spaces. 

II. MULTIDEMENSIONAL ASSOCIATION RULES 

Most of the algorithms and techniques only concern 
about association rules within single attribute and Boolean 
data, all those rules are about the same attribute and the 
value can only be yes/1or no/0. By mining multiple 
dimensional association rules we can generate the rules such 
as: 

age(X, “19 – 24”) ^ buys(X, “laptop”) ) buys(X, “b/w 
printer”) 

Multiple dimensional association rule mining is to 
discovery the correlation between different 
predicts/attributes. A dimension can be a attribute or a 
predicate, such as: age, occupation and buys in the given 
example. Multiple dimensional association rule mining 
concerns data of type such as Boolean data, categorical data 
and numerical data [1,2,3] The process of mining multiple 
dimension association rules is similar to the process of 
mining any multiple level association rule mining. Firstly 
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generating 1-dimensions frequent itemsets after that 
generating all frequent itemsets based on any single level 
itemset generation algorithm. The mining process is simple; 
however three basic approaches are used for generating 
multiple dimensions. One of the approaches is using static 
discretization method, in this method, quantitative attributes 
are separated into different ranges according the defined 
hierarchies and attributes are replaced by separated ranges 
earlier to the mining process. Categorical attributes also can 
be generalized to higher concept level if necessary. After 
this process the task relevant data can be stored in the table. 

The relevant data can also be stored in the data cube, 
which is more suitable for multiple dimensional association 
rules since data cube itself is multidimensional by definition. 
The Apriori[5] can be easily adapted to get the frequent k-
predicts by searching through all the relevant attributes 
instead of one attribute only. The second approach uses 
dynamical discretization method. In this method quantitative 
attributes are dynamically discretized during the mining 
process so as to satisfy some minimum support. Mining 
quantitative association rules was introduced by Agrawal 
[3]. Another approach uses distance based discretization. In 
this method distance is used to mining quantitative attributes 
instead of the concept hierarchy method for each attribute. 

In this approach values that are close together are 
clustered into the same interval. There are two steps, firstly 
clustering technique is used to generate clusters or intervals, 
and then distance based association rules are generated by 
probing for groups or clusters that occur frequently together. 
The associated parameters were used as metrics during the 
rule generation process. Those parameters include density 
and frequency. In this case rules that satisfy certain 
minimum density and frequency thresholds are taken as 
interesting rules [1, 3]. 

III. MINING MULTI DEMENSIONAL ASSOCIATION 
RULES 

As discussed in section 2 there are three approaches 
mining multidimensional association rules. Our main focus 
on the static discretization approach for mining 
multidimensional association rule. Discritization is a process 
that transforms quantitative data into qualitative data for 
example, quantitative data represented by the attributes age 
in numerical values are represented in descriptive terms 
such as young and old. It divides the value range of the 
quantitative attribute into finite number of intervals .The 
mapping function associates all the quantitative values in a 
single interval to a single qualitative value. A cut point is a 
value of the quantitative attribute where a mapping function 
locates an interval boundary. Diverse taxonomies exist in 
literature to categorize discretization methods these are 
complimentary, each relating to a different dimension along 
which discretization methods may differ.typically 
discretization without refernce to any other discretization 
method. One such method is hierarchical discretization 
utilizes an incremental process to select cut points. This 
creates an implicit hierarchy over the value ranges. 
Hierarchcal discretization can be further characterized as 
either split or merge. Split discretization starts with a single 
interval that encompasses the entire value range, then 
repeatedly splits it into sub interval value in a separate 
interval, then reputedly merges adjacent interval until a 
stopping criterion is met.As shown in figure. 

 
 

Figure 1 concept hierarchy 
 

An example of multiple dimensional rule from the 
concept hierarchy illustrated in Figure 1 may be:  Milk  
sunset [Bread – wheat].in this rule milk is upper level and 
sunset wheat bread is at lower levels of hierarchy generating 
a cross level association. 

A. Multidemension Association Mining Algorithm 
MLT2 is basic multiple association rule mining 

algorithm that generates itemset at same concept level and 
each level have different support[4]. This algorithm can be 
used to find multiple dimensional association rules by 
slightly modifying it and considering same support for all 
the levels 
Following is the algorithm for ML-T2 in pseudo code  
for (l:=1;L[l,1] <> 0 and l < max_level; l++) do begin 
if l = 1 then begin 
L[l,1] := get_large_1_itemsets (T[1],l); 
T[2] := get_filtered_transaction_table (T[1], L[1,1]); 
end 
else L[l,1] := get_large_1_itemsets (T[2], l); 
for (k := 2; L[l, k – 1] <> 0; k++) do begin 
Ck 
foreach transaction t in T[2] do begin 

:= get_candidate_set (L[l, k – 1]); 

Ct := get_subsets (Ck 
do c.support++; 

, t);   

end 
L[l, k] := {c in Ck
end 

 | c.support >= minsup[l]} 

LL[l] := Uk
end 

 L[l, k]; 

This algorithm takes two inputs. First one is 
hierarchical encoded data where encoding refers to the 
process of specifying levels to each item in the concept 
hierarchy. The transaction table represents the data where 
each instance in the dataset represents one transaction of the 
form - record id, itemset.  Itemset is the list of items for that 
record id.    Second, the minimum support is represented in 
the algorithm as minsup[l] for each concept level l i.e. 
uniform for all levels. Our goal is to generate frequent 
itemsets from this algorithm for mining strong cross-level 
association rules[7].  
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IV. ASSOCIATION RULE GENERATION USING 
MLT2 

The results of the algorithms have been checked upon 
the two different datasets of different size (different number 
of items and different no of transactions). This data is 
available at UCI repository [8]. The support factor is 
changed while taking the results. The following are the basic 
parameters for analyzing: (1) the number of frequent 
itemsets generated (2) The execution time (3) The minimum 
support threshold. The datasets are given as follows. 
 

Table 1 Dataset Table 
 

S.No Dataset Name Size 
Dataset 

No. of 
Transactions 

1. DB1(Soybean) 179KB 980 

2. DB2(Credit-g) 114KB 1000 

 
Summary of Results using Min_Support and No. of 

Frequent Itemsets Generated Factor are given below:- 
On the basis of Min_support and frequent itemset the 
following graphs  ( figure 2 and 3), based on the tables can 
be drawn for analyzing the results. The graphs are as 
follows. 
 Parameters:  DB1 

 
Table2. Support vs. item set generation for DB1 

 

Min_support 
Itemset Generated 

Level 1 Level2 

0.1 87 80 

0.2 63 56 

0.3 47 24 

0.4 23 16 

0.5 15 14 

0.6 15 8 

0.7 15 8 

0.8 15 0 

0.9 7 0 

1 7 0 
 

 
Figure 2: Graph 1 

 

Parameters:  DB 2 
 

Table3. Support vs. item set generation for DB2 
 

Min_Support 
Itemset Generated 

Level 1 Level2 

0.1 199 112 

0.2 136 16 

0.3 86 16 

0.4 59 4 

0.5 39 0 

0.6 31 0 

0.7 31 0 

0.8 23 0 

0.9 7 0 

1 1 0 
     

 
Figure 3: Graph 2 

 
As Min_support decreases at lower levels, the user got 

more specific information. The generations of frequent item 
sets as multidimensional are greater than single dimension. 
More specific information for the users due to reduced 
support at lower levels 

Parameters: DB, DB 2 
 

Table4. Execution time for DB1, DB2 
 

Min_Support 
Execution time 

DB 1 DB 2 

0.1 90 95 

0.2 84 90 

0.3 71 85 

0.4 65 75 

0.5 50 70 

0.6 42 44 

0.7 37 33 

0.8 29 25 

0.9 24 24 

1 21 16 
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Figure 4: Graph 3 

 
It is clear from above results that as Min_support 

decreases the execution time of the algorithm is increase 
(figure 4). The execution time of the algorithm is variable 
for different datasets with a variation in Min_Support. The 
time for different frequent item set mining algorithms 
depends a lot on the structure of the data set 

V. CONCLUSION 

This study demonstrates that mining multidimensional 
knowledge is both practical and desirable. This work has 
successfully discovered multidimensional association rules 
using MLT2 algorithm [4]. The association rules discovered 
provides more specific information for the users at cross 
level of abstraction. Algorithm has efficiently discovered 
multidimensional association rules from two datasets (credit-
g, soybean) from UCI repository [8]. We have noticed that 
the execution time of the algorithm depends on the size and 
complexity of concept hierarchy discovered and hence it is 
variable for different datasets. Algorithm discovers 
association rules for successive levels making use of rules 
already discovered for upper levels of concept hierarchy. 
Number of association rules discovered depends on value of 
parameters at each level like support, confidence, and lift. 

This work is contribution towards representing 

knowledge at multi dimensional in the form of association 
rules that enhances the ease and comprehensibility of the 
users. 
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